Jumpstart your life
with the
'Highway to yourself'
summer retreat in Estonia,
with Crystal Ra Laksmi
Including the first official Wantra launch
in Estonia and Europe!!!
24th – 26th of July in 2015
Beginning on Friday at 4 pm
Ending on Sunday at 3 pm
Invest into yourself as you are worth it!
This program is made for you who you are sick and tired of the old life not going the way
you would like to and dream about. All you need is to unplug and reset. This summer retreat
will give you full attention and set of tools how to do it and also a possibility to join
Crystal's online course after or before the event, so you can fully integrate and implement
all of it for the future use as well!!!
This weekend is for you, who you:
- Would like to hack the codes of blockages in your mind, body and spirit and reprogram
your whole being with simple and easy tools
- Would like to learn how to ask simple questions which may guide you to your tribe so you
can thrive in your life!
- You who you need inspiration in order to dream and live big!
- You are interested to hear stories how to make impossible possible
- Need ideas what to do when you or your life is destroyed and there seems to be no light in
the end of the tunnel?
- You would like Crystal to introduce to you her system of wheel of abundance – from your
relationship to yourself to others as well your health, sexuality, helping you to find your
talents and mission in life as well find your shortcut to your abundance and prosperity
treasures. All of this is done through the weaving of theory and practice, so that you will
integrate all of it directly under your skin on the cellular level.
- You would like to learn how to rise your frequency and how to do it with the 4 elements
- You would like to know how to use the 4 elements in your manifestation process
- You would love to learn how to see the elements in people and how that would make your
life so much easier
- How to use the 4 elements to balance yourself (we do a fire, walk on the beach, breath
consciously, do water therapy and connect with the Earth and our bodies as well learn to
trust)
- You would like to get some practical tools how to build structure and systems in your life
which can bring you out of the difficulties and keep you out of trouble in the future
- You would like to get some new habits which can keep your life in a very high level of flow
at all times

- You would like to have more harmonious and
kind communication with yourself and people.
Crystal will give you a set of tools called 4 V
system which helps you to understand the
communication conflicts and build bridges no
matter how complicated it may seem. We talk
about values, viewpoints, shadows and needs.
- How you can embrace your shadows and
weaknesses and make them work for you
- How to conquer your fears and live a much more
free life on every level
- How to reset yourself and your environments
around you as well people?
- Interested to learn how to clear stuck entities
and energies
- Would like to relax, unplug and learn how to connect with the water consciously and how
it can become your best friend
- Would like to experience Wantra water therapy,
dissolve your water fear issues and receive a
lovely dolphin therapy session (dolphin sounds
and human dolphin dance)
- You would like to share some of your talents
- Are interested too see adventure videos from
Hawaii and Mexico and travel there with Crystal
in the future
- Learn more about new time relationships and
how to make one work for you
- Introduction to Ecstatic Meditation with the video presentation and little energy meditation
- Would like to heal your inner man and woman

Crystal Ra Laskmi has lived abroad most of her adult life. She
has lived in Norway, Denmark, South Africa, Australia, Hawaii
and Mexico and travelled to more than +26 countries. She has
two higher university degrees from Norway and South Africa.
She has done 2 documentaries. She has worked with groups
and individuals for the last 16 years. Her real talent is to lead
groups to more consciousness and through that transform as
much this group is ready to receive. This time will be very
exciting because of the water work she is going to introduce in
detail as well transfer all the powerful crystal and golden
energies from West Mexico, where she has been for the last 2
years.

What characterizes Crystal's retreats?
There is a lot of unexpected unknown in it.
As she follows the energies and what the
spirit is dictating, then the program weaves
itself together accordingly. She has got all
the best tools now also how to deal with the
shadows in a group or individuals and her 4
V system is a good example how to put it
into practice.
All the people who have participated in her
retreats, whether in Tallinn, Saaremaa or
Hawaii or Mexico, Norway, have
experienced huge consciousness
expansion, the beginning of the new life, new choices and moving forward the way which
was not possible before. This has happened because Crystal created an environment,
where everyone felt inspiration to change and made also steps to create that.
Some examples of the results after the retreats – who gets a new partner, who gets a new
job, who leaves the old life, who registers the new company, who creates more
opportunities to receive more abundance, who lets go of the fear to swim and turns into a
mermaid and so much more.
Join her retreat to create your success story for the future!
Ask for more info from crystalexpansion@gmail.com
Payment information
Participation fee for the summer retreat is 250 euros for Crystal + add transport,
food and accommodation. Your participation fee must be paid in 2 parts – 250 eur to
Crystal and the rest to the Algallika Center. The retreat payment is not refundable as
is paying for Crystal's flight tickets to Estonia. The whole amount of 250 euros
should be paid to Crystal by the latest 1st of June and the rest must be paid to
Algallika by the latest of June 24th.
1. Payment to Crystal 250 eur needs to be paid by the latest the 1 st of June goes to:
Company name: NEW FLOW OÜ, Narva mnt 1 pk 8, 10502 Tallinn
Account nr – EE552200221039028272 ( IBAN)
Receiver Bank – Swedbank AS, 8 Liivalaia Street, 15040 Tallinn, Estonia
Receiver's bank – SWIFT/BIC – HABAEE2X
2. Payment. Your food +39 eur + your accommodation (check out from
www.algallika.ee) needs to be paid to their account by the latest 24 th of June. You
have to choose your room and pay accordingly. You have to figure out your own
transport to the course location and we recommend to talk to Crystal as she is
organizing people to share the cars, which are driving there.
Company name: Teine Tee Ltd
register nr. 11386729
EU VAT nr: EE101153555
Bank data for payments:

Eesti Krediidipank AS
Address: Narva mnt 4, 15014 Tallinn, Estonia
SWIFT/BIC: EKRDEE22
Beneficiary: Teine Tee Ltd.
Account number (IBAN): EE944204278603320902
If you would like to see more of Estonia, you can book Crystal as you special
customized tour guide for special hidden treasures of Estonia.

